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Program – Day One | 18 November
9.00am

Welcome and Acknowledgement of Country | Melissa Harris | DELWP

Including presentations from…

Opening Address | The Hon. Minister Richard Wynne
Introduction and event opening | Andrej Mocicka | SSSI and Jacinta Burns | SIBA-GITA
9.20am

Keynote Presentations
Powering Victoria’s sustainable future development through land and spatial innovation
Melissa Harris | DELWP
Using spatial data to inform decision making in humanitarian action
Michael Annear | Australian Red Cross

9.50am

Panel Discussion | Spatially Enabling Sustainable Development Goals

THE HON. RICHARD WYNNE
Minister for Planning

MICHAEL ANNEAR
Director | Australian Red
Cross

MELISSA HARRIS
A/Chief Executive &
Registrar of Titles | DELWP

Moderator – Dr Zaffar Sadiq Mohamed-Ghouse | SSSI
Prof Cheryl Desha | Griffith University
Dr Gillan Sparkes | Victorian Commissioner for
Environmental Sustainability
10.30am

Break

10.40am

Spotlight Presentations

Martin Brady | Geoscience Australia
Greg Scott | United Nations
Prof Abbas Rajabifard | The University of Melbourne

Amelia Davies | DELWP | 45 years of Vicmap: celebrating our past, inspiring our future

DR GILLIAN SPARKES
Victorian Commissioner for
Environmental Sustainability

GREG SCOTT
Inter Regional Advisor | United
Nations

Dr Adam Mowlam | DELWP | Digital Twins: how are they being used in Victoria
Andrew Williams | AAM | Great Ocean Road LiDAR, imagery and web digital twin
Prof Suelynn Choy | RMIT | Geospatial Sciences: Space and Spatial Supporting the SDGs
Roshni Sharma | FrontierSI | Eliminating Cooties: Improving the state of diversity, inclusion, belonging and equity in the ANZ
Geospatial sector

PROF CHERYL DESHA
Director | Griffith University

PROF ABBAS RAJABIFARD
Discipline Leader | The
University of Melbourne

MARTIN BRADY
Director | Geoscience
Australia

George Havakis | GISSA | Herding Cats - what does it take to gain alignment for an industry initiative?
11.40am

Lightning Presentation Sessions
Session 1

Session 2

A Billion Reasons to Care: Uncovering the challenges and opportunities of managing underground utilities that underpin every society | Ben Fox and
Robert Theodore| Level Crossing Removal Project

Detecting Active Fires in Australia using Himawari-8 geostationary satellite data | Dr Chermelle Engel | RMIT

Enabling Digital Engineering & VDAS within Melbourne Water | Heath McMahon | Melbourne Water
Regional Cities Digital Twin | Michael De Lacy | AAM
Implementing the Victorian Digital Asset Strategy | Oskar Casasayas | Office of Projects Victoria

New image web server | Naomi Withers | DELWP
GIS process for assessing fire impacted PV assets | Cris Ramos | Parks Victoria
Where spatial meets road safety: saving lives with innovation, insights and intelligence | Dale Harris | Abley Limited
Indigenous place naming and SDGs | Rafe Benli | DELWP

Making Informed Planning Decisions in 3D | Justin Madex | DELWP
Lightning Presentations Q & A
12.25pm

Closing address | Paul Digney | SSSI

12.30pm

EVENT CLOSE

Lightning Presentations Q & A
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Program – Day Two | 19 November
9.00am

Welcome and Acknowledgement of Country | Melinda Borg | SSSI

Including presentations from…

Opening Address | Dr Zaffar Sadiq Mohamed-Ghouse | SSSI
9.15am

Keynote Presentations
Calibrating Innovation: Bullets into Cannonballs
Dr Nathan Quadros | Veris
DELWP's digital cadastre modernisation journey: Current activities and strategic outlook
Dr Roger Fraser | DELWP
Spatial Science for Sustainable Development and unlocking the transformative potential of the SDGs
Dr Gillian Sparkes | Victorian Commissioner for Environmental Sustainability

10.00am

Panel Discussion | Global Cadastral Modernisation Panel

DR GILLIAN SPARKES
Victorian Commissioner for
Environmental Sustainability

DR NATHAN QUADROS
Digital and Spatial Business
Lead | Veris

DR ROGER FRASER
Chief Geospatial Scientist | DELWP

Moderator | Paul Digney | SSSI
Craig Sandy | Surveyor-General Victoria
Dr Victor Khoo | Singapore Land Authority
Kellie Dean | Spiire
10.40am

Break

10.50am

Spotlight Presentations

Narelle Underwood | Surveyor-General NSW
Anselm Haanen | Surveyor-General NZ

ANSELM HAANEN
Surveyor General NZ

CRAIG SANDY
Surveyor General
Victoria

Dr Tamara van Polanen Petel | DELWP | Port Phillip Bay Coastal Hazard Assessment Decision Support System
Farshad Badiee | The University of Melbourne – CSDILA | Leveraging Blockchain in SDGs
Catherine Gilbert | DELWP | Unlocking ancient wisdom with 21st technology at Budj Bim
Mat Okurowski | Yarra Valley Water | Development Industry Translator
Ryan Wright | Pacific Environment – SPREP | Living the Dream: Supporting SDGs across the Pacific via GIS

NARELLE UNDERWOOD
Surveyor General NSW

DR VICTOR KHOO
Director | Singapore Land
Authority

KELLIE DEAN
Principal Surveyor and Business
Unit Manager | Spiire

Kate Williams | FrontierSI | Space and spatial
11.50am

Lightning Presentation Sessions
Session 1

Session 2

Futures Thinking: Aligning the built environment on the UNSDGs | Willem Overbosch | SDG Align

Modernising Land Administration Systems to support Sustainable Development Goals | Dr Hamad Olfat | DELWP

Spatially enabling SDGs: the case for Open Source | Ana Belgun | CSIRO

Government Collection of Land Use for DELWP: What’s really happening on my property? | Harmen Romeijn | Spatial Vision

Cool Routes - Traditional Wayfinding gets a Cool Makeover | Mina Jahanshahi | Geoplex

Strategy for Victoria's positioning system 2021-2025 | Alex Woods | DELWP

Intelligent data to transform tourism delivery | Michael Welling | Wejugo

A State wide assessment of Amenity Access for each Victorian Property | Michael Cushen | Onemap

The evolution and transformation of the spatial industry via the integration of gaming engines | Robert Clout | Aerometrex

How defining ‘space’ digitally enables the journey toward reaching the UN SDGs | Christopher Quinn | DELWP

Lightning Presentations Q & A

Lightning Presentations Q & A

12.35pm

Closing address Melissa Harris | DELWP, Andrej Mocicka | SSSI and Jacinta Burns | SIBA|GITA

12.40pm

EVENT CLOSE
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Meet the presenters

Keynote presenters
Powering Victoria’s sustainable future development through land and spatial
innovation

Using spatial data to inform decision making in humanitarian action
Hear how the Red Cross has incorporated the use of spatial technologies into its
planning, preparation and real time decision making to enhance the impact of its
humanitarian action for people and communities impacted by disaster and crises
events globally. The advances in technology and access to data has enhanced the
awareness of hazards and strengthened ways in which the humanitarian community
seeks to mitigate their impact.
---

Melissa will give an overview of the significant innovation in land administration
underway in Victoria and its fundamental role in supporting Victoria’s resilience and
future development. From electronic property transactions, to digital cadastre, machine
learning, improved addressing and even indigenous data sovereignty, Land Use Victoria
is supporting a broad program of place based innovation in Victoria.

---

Melissa Harris
A/Chief Executive & Registrar
of Titles | DELWP

Melissa Harris is currently Acting Chief Executive, Land Use Victoria (LUV) which is the
agency within the Victorian Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning
(DELWP) responsible for all aspects of land administration including property titles,
valuations, subdivisions, land monitoring, surveying, spatial services, government land
advice and the $45 million Digital Cadastre Modernisation project. She is also Registrar
of Titles in Victoria. LUV comprises two divisions, Strategic Land Assessment, and
Information (SLAI) and Land Registry Services and includes over 500 staff members and
management of the $2.7 billion concession deed for the operation of the Victorian Land
Registry.
Melissa is Deputy Chair of the Australia and New Zealand Land Information Council
(ANZLIC), the peak intergovernmental organisation providing leadership on all aspects
of spatial information in Australia and New Zealand.
Melissa is a town planner and has worked in state and local government for 30 years.
She holds a Bachelor of Applied Science and is a Graduate of the Australian Institute of
Company Directors and the Australian Major Projects Leadership Academy through
Oxford University’s Saïd Business School. Melissa was recognised as one of the Top 50
Women in the Victorian Public Sector for 2019.

Michael Annear
Director of International &
Movement Relations |
Australian Red Cross

Michael has two decades of experience across the humanitarian and development
fields in the African and Asia-Pacific regions. Michael joined the Red Cross in 2002,
initially working with ICRC before holding senior management roles with IFRC during
which he lead an integrated approach to disaster risk management focused on
developing community level resilience and enhancing approaches to responding to and
recovery from disaster and crises events.
In the role of Director International and Movement Relations, Michael leads Australian
Red Cross’ efforts to leverage Australia’s resources to collective humanitarian impact
achieved through embracing locally led humanitarian action that empowers local
capacities and local decision-making. Michael further leads organisation-wide strategy
and relationship with the Red Cross Red Crescent Movement and Australian
humanitarian partners.
Michael holds an undergraduate degree in Civil Engineering, a Master of Social Science
in International Development, a Master of Business Administration, and a Diploma in
Humanitarian Diplomacy from the Diplo Foundation.
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Keynote presenters
DELWP's digital cadastre modernisation journey: Current activities and strategic
outlook

Calibrating Innovation: Bullets into Cannonballs
How do we give innovation the best chance of success? Jim Collins proposed the
concept of Firing Bullets Then Cannonballs in his book Great by Choice in
2011. This concept will be discussed with respect to current observations and
trends in the Victorian Spatial industry. The presentation will reflect on the dual
contributions from both people and technology in developing our future
capabilities.

DELWP is on a major digital transformation journey to ensure Victoria's digital cadastre
continues to serve the needs of its many and diverse stakeholders. Several parallel
streams of activity are currently underway. This presentation will review the work
being undertaken to improve the spatial accuracy of Victoria's digital cadastre, to
modernise the processes and systems for its ongoing maintenance, and to improve the
ways in which the cadastral surveying profession interacts with the cadastre. The
presentation will also discuss how the various modernisation activities across Land Use
Victoria are being implemented to deliver a solid foundation to support Victoria's
future land administration requirements.

---

Dr Nathan Quadros
Digital and Spatial Business
Lead | Veris

In early 2020 Nathan Quadros joined the Executive Leadership Team at Veris as the
Digital and Spatial Business Lead. Through the Digital and Spatial function, Nathan
oversees the delivery of a range of services including terrestrial laser scanning,
mobile laser scanning, hydrography, 3D modelling (BIM), UAV imagery and LiDAR,
GIS and spatial advisory. Prior to joining Veris Nathan was the Chief Commercial
Officer at FrontierSI. He joined FrontierSI following on from technical roles within
the Victorian Government and the University of Melbourne. In these roles he
developed expertise in airborne LiDAR acquisition, spatial analytics and remotesensing data quality.

---

Dr Roger Fraser
Chief Geospatial Scientist |
DELWP

Dr Roger Fraser is the Chief Geospatial Scientist of Victoria. He holds a double degree in
Surveying and Geographic Information Systems and a PhD in geodesy for a marine
cadastre.
In 2001, Roger received endorsement as Licensed Surveyor in Queensland and was
registered in Victoria in 2009.He has been involved in a range of national geodetic
infrastructure projects, including GDA2020, DynAdjust, SP1, Geodesy ML, and has
played a pivotal role in establishing Victoria’s digital cadastre modernisation program.
Drawing on over 20 years’ experience, Roger is responsible for providing scientific and
technical leadership in the delivery of its spatial services, systems and modernisation
projects relating to geodesy and positioning, digital cadastre and earth science. Roger is
a member of ICSM, and responsible for coordinating strategically-driven research and
development for DELWP, Victoria's surveying and geospatial community and other
Australian jurisdictions.
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Keynote presenters

Dr Gillian Sparkes
Victorian Commissioner for
Environmental Sustainability

Spatial Science for Sustainable Development and unlocking the transformative
potential of the SDGs
Spatial technology offers new levels of intelligence to quantify, analyse and unlock the
transformative potential of the SDGs as a framework for decision making for sustainable
development. According to Commissioner Sparkes: “Data tells us what, spatially
enabled data also tells us where. Knowing where to act is critical to protect the
environment and build resilient communities, location by location.”
Dr Sparkes, Victoria’s independent Commissioner for Environmental Sustainability, is
operationalising the UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) for State of the
Environment (SoE) reporting which will ultimately support recommendations to
Government. The Commissioner tabled the Science for Sustainable Development (SSD)
Framework for the Victorian SoE 2023 Report, in the Victorian Parliament in June 2020.
The SSD Framework continues the Commissioner’s commitment to the SDGs and the
critical role of science, data and community in decision-making for sustainable
development and commits to incorporating spatial data into environmental condition
reporting for Victoria.
This work requires a broadening of how we think and see Victoria’s environmental
monitoring and reporting systems and leans into the State’s myriad data sources to
address data gaps; quantify and measure progress against the SDGs and broaden our
definition of data inputs and data acquisition methods. Recommendation 18 in the SoE
2018 Report flagged the need for Government to continue to develop its spatial
information capability and database to inform decision-making across the Victorian
environmental portfolio.
--Gillian is Victoria’s Commissioner for Environmental Sustainability, an independent
statutory role that reports and advises government and the community on the
environment. Initially an industrial chemist, Gillian’s career spans the private, public
and NFP sectors. Her non-executive roles include Chair of FrontierSI (the former CRC for
Spatial Information) and board member of the Country Fire Authority (CFA), Industry
Capability Network (Victoria) and the Royal Children’s Hospital Foundation.
As Chair of Frontier SI, Gillian is a member of the 2030 Space and Spatial Industry
Growth Roadmap Steering Group supporting the growth of the space and spatial
industries in Australia. Through this work, Gillian is a strong advocate of the
transformative potential of the space and spatial sectors for economic growth and
dealing with complex environmental issues associated with pressures such as climate
change, urbanisation and population growth.
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Panel Discussions
Day One | Spatially Enabling Sustainable Development Goals
On 1 January 2016, the 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development
— adopted by world leaders in September 2015 at an historic UN Summit — officially came into force. The SDGs
build on the success of the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) and aim to go further to end all forms of
poverty. The new Goals are unique in that they call for action by all countries, poor, rich and middle-income to
promote prosperity while protecting the planet. The Goals interconnect and in order to leave no one behind, it is
important that we achieve each Goal and target by 2030. The panel will discuss challenges and opportunities in
spatially enabling United Nations Sustainable Development Goals. The panellist will present their experience on
global and local frameworks to spatially enable SDGs including capacity building.
Moderator | DR ZAFFAR SADIQ MOHAMED-GHOUSE | President | SSSI

Dr Zaffar Sadiq Mohamed-Ghouse holds a pivotal role as an adviser to various National
and International spatial organisations. He has over 20 years of experience in client
management, strategic consulting studies, business development, project management,
systems review and integration for Utility Industry and Government, design, development
and management of spatial databases, review data framework policies, develop spatial
analyses techniques and technology including GIS applications development for major
clients in Australia, New Zealand, Malaysia, Indonesia, India and Saudi Arabia. He has led
several Multi-Million Dollar National Mapping projects for State and Federal governments
globally. Zaffar has published research papers focusing on GIS applications to support a
diverse range of fields. He is also a member of several boards and technical committees in
Australia and overseas. Zaffar is current the President of SSSI and the Executive Director,
Strategic Consulting & International Relations at Spatial Vision in Melbourne.

Meet the Panellists…..
GREG SCOTT | Inter Regional Advisor | United Nations
Greg Scott joined the United Nations Statistics Division in 2012 with the specific task of establishing the United
Nations Committee of Experts on Global Geospatial Information Management (UN-GGIM) and growing its
relevance and status with Member States and related International Organizations involved in national, regional
and global geospatial information management. In his role as Secretariat, Greg provides strategic policy advice
and leadership, and guides the development, coordination and implementation of the substantive content for
the Committee of Experts.
Greg previously spent 25 years in Geoscience Australia in several key roles delivering Australia’s national
topographic mapping and derivative geospatial programs, and providing independent scientific analysis and
advice in the use of geospatial information for environmental management, emergency management, and
critical infrastructure protection.

PROFESSOR CHERYL DESHA | Engagement Director (Industry)| Griffith University
Associate Professor Cheryl Desha is the Engagement Director (Industry) for the School of Engineering and Built Environment, Griffith
University. She is also Theme Leader for the "Digital Earth and Resilient Infrastructure" research agenda, Cities Research Institute.
Her team is working towards resilient and regenerative cities through evidence-based decision-making using nature inspired
(biomimetic), nature loving (biophilic) and place based (digital-spatial) approaches to problem solving. Over the last two decades she
has co-authored more than 150 publications including 7 books. In 2013-2015 she led an unprecedented federal government
program ($460,000) to develop freely available energy efficiency capacity building resources for engineering with 6-universities
nationally. She is a Council member of the International Society of Digital Earth, and in 2020 was awarded the Queensland
Government's "International Champion of Change" (Inspector General Emergency Management) for her advice and guidance about
how we can continue to connect disaster management research, researchers and practitioners to drive continuous improvement
across the sector.

MARTIN BRADY | Director - Location Information Strategy | Geoscience Australia
Martin recently joined Geoscience Australia to lead the establishment of an APS Location Information Strategy. Martin previously
worked for the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) for over 20 years, with secondments assisting the Office for National Statistics in
the United Kingdom and the Queensland Government. Most recently at the ABS he was the Director of the Geospatial Solutions
section, and has had a strong involvement and interest in Australia’s Population Census.
He recently stood down as the Co-chair of the UN Expert Group for the Integration of Statistical and Geospatial Information (UN EGISGI). In this role he led the development and endorsement of the Global Statistical Geospatial Framework.
Martin has had a long history working to integrate statistical and geospatial information so that it can be used effectively in analysis
and decision making, and has led this work within the APS, Australia and internationally.

PROFESSOR ABBAS RAJABIFARD | Discipline Leader, Geomatics | The University of Melbourne
Prof Abbas Rajabifard is Discipline Leader of Geomatics, Director of Smart Sustainable Development and Leader of the Future
Infrastructure Research Program, Melbourne School of Engineering. He is also Director of the Centre for Spatial Data Infrastructures
and Land Administration (CSDILA), and was Head of Department of Infrastructure Engineering (2012-June 2020) at The University of
Melbourne.
He has a strong track record in research and teaching, and academic leadership, and is internationally recognised scholar and
engineer. His academic background is in Surveying and Mapping, Land Administration and Urban Systems, and has continued to
maintain a high level of performance across the areas of research, teaching, RHD supervision, and service to the profession and to
the university. He is also Chair of Academic Network of the United Nations Global Geospatial Information Management -GGIM, and
has a strong linkage with many countries and different cultures, that he has developed over the years during his activities in
Australia and abroad, and also through his professional work and collaboration with many countries across the world, particularly in
Asia-Pacific, Europe, North America and Latin America regions.

DR GILLIAN SPARKES | Victorian Commissioner for Environmental Sustainability
Please see keynote section
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Panel Discussions
Day Two | Global Cadastral Modernisation Panel
The Cadastre Modernisation panel will include Surveyor-General representation from Singapore, New Zealand,
New South Wales and Victoria and an eminent surveyor representing the private sector.
The panel will discuss topics that relate to the improvement of the spatial integrity of cadastres and the use of 3Dimsional data, within current projects. The key question for discussion - What is the role of cadastral data in the
creation and use of digital twins and smart cities into the future?
Moderator | PAUL DIGNEY | President-Elect | SSSI

Paul is an experienced licensed surveyor who works across the AustraliaAsia Pacific &
Middle East region as Jacobs’ Survey Technical Director providing technical advice and
support across a range of areas, including assisting with business planning, development
of guidelines and standards for the capture, delivery, management and analysis of
survey/spatial data. Paul has had more than 25 years in the surveying/spatial profession
with experiences as a surveyor and project manager, with particular areas of expertise
being the management of large-scale feature surveys and associated data acquisition and
delivery. Paul also has extensive experience as a geodetic surveyor having spent time with
both Federal and State governments working within their respective geodetic survey
departments.

Meet the panellists….
CRAIG SANDY | Surveyor General Victoria
Craig Sandy, a licensed surveyor, is the Surveyor-General of Victoria, and Chair of the Surveyors Registration Board
of Victoria, as such is the primary government authority on surveying and the cadastre. The Surveyor-General
fulfils a range of statutory roles and responsibilities dealing with land and property boundaries. Craig is also a
member of the following Commissions and Committees for Victoria:
• Registrar of Geographic Names
• Victorian Electoral Boundaries Commission
• Federal Redistribution Committee for Victoria
• Intergovernmental Committee on Surveying and Mapping – Co-Deputy Chair
• Council of Reciprocating Surveyors Board of Australia and New Land – former Chair
He has a strong focus on engaging with the surveying profession to develop strategies for meeting the
opportunities and challenges that the current digital environment is creating. Earlier in 2020, he was awarded Asia
Pacific Spatial Excellence Award for Spatial Professional of the Year for 2019 for modernisation of the cadastre and
in raising awareness for mental health issues in our profession.

NARELLE UNDERWOOD | Surveyor General NSW
Narelle is the Surveyor-General of NSW, a major role within State Government responsible for the leadership and regulation of the
land and mining surveying profession and plays a key advocacy role in the geospatial industry, with a focus on its future
development as it intersects with innovation, emerging technologies and customer expectations.
ANSELM HAANEN | Surveyor General NZ
Anselm has been the Surveyor-General at Land Information New Zealand since 2018, having previously been the Deputy. He has
been heavily involved in the original development of Landonline, NZ’s automated survey and title system, and helped develop the
Cadastre 2034 strategy.
DR VICTOR KHOO | Director | Singapore Land Authority
Dr. Victor Khoo is the Director for Survey and Geomatics Division at the Singapore Land Authority (SLA). He received his PhD and
Master of Engineering degree from Nanyang Technological University (NTU), Singapore. He obtained his Bachelor degree in Land
Surveying from the University Technology of Malaysia (UTM). Victor is a Professional Surveyor, registered under the purview of Land
Surveyors Act, Singapore.
Prior to joining SLA in 2002, he was involved in research and collaboration work for 8 years, in the Centre for Remote Imaging,
Sensing and Processing (CRISP), NUS and School of Civil and Environmental Engineering, NTU; focused in the areas of Satellite
Remote Sensing and Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS).
In SLA, Victor led diverse geospatial and mapping related initiatives and projects for agencies and industry. These included the
setting up of Singapore’s National Spatial Data Infrastructure (NSDI), the establishment of national positioning infrastructure (the
SiReNT), the digital transformation in cadastral survey, and the 3D national mapping program. He also initiated the Digital
Underground project in 2017, to develop a holistic ecosystem for the mapping of underground utility networks. Currently, he is
driving the development of Singapore Digital Twin which involved a program to modernise 3D national mapping; development of
new datasets, data models and standards; new 3D data management; and the collaboration for applied research in smart cities
applications. His other areas of interest include Cadastral Survey and GNSS positioning.
KELLIE DEAN | Principal Surveyor and Business Unit Manager | Spiire
Kellie joined Spiire in 2016 in a wide-ranging leadership role that includes team and project management and ultimate responsibility
for delivery. Kellie is focused on ensuring that Spiire’s products and services add true value to clients and their projects.
With a career that spans almost 20 years, Kellie has gained a unique understanding of surveying related project delivery, which
incorporates extensive experience in multi-level owner’s corporation subdivisions, urban infill projects and project director roles on
large greenfield developments.
Kellie is a leading advocate in the surveying and geospatial industry determined to enhance the profile and diversity of the surveying
profession. Appointed as President of the Institution of Surveyors Victoria (ISV), Kellie brings a unique perspective based on her
leadership experience in multidisciplinary consultancy businesses and involvement in some of Victoria’s most iconic property
developments.`
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Spotlight presenters

Amelia Davies
DELWP

Dr Adam Mowlam
DELWP

45 years of Vicmap: celebrating our past, inspiring our future
Forty-five years on, Vicmap still has innovation at its core. We’re responding to
trends in geospatial information management including the availability of new
data sources and analytical methods and using technological advances to build the
digital infrastructure Victoria needs for its future. This presentation takes a walk
through Vicmap’s history to celebrate the early pioneering work that has created
the foundational spatial datasets that are the unifying connection between things,
systems, people and the environment and regarded by the UN as essential for a
successful economy, supporting countries to reach their Sustainable Development
Goals.
--Amelia Davies is Director of Land Information and Spatial Services in the Victorian
Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning where she oversees
DELWP’s prized Vicmap spatial data services, the foundation of all mapping in
Victoria. She holds a Bachelor of Social Science (Environment) and is a Graduate of
the Australian Institute of Company Directors. Amelia is an experienced public
sector leader spanning a diverse career in areas such as climate change policy,
local government, land use planning and more recently geospatial data delivery.
Amelia is co-convener of the Space, Spatial and Surveying Diversity Leadership
Network (SSS-DLN) and is passionate about supporting more diverse and inclusive
workplaces.

Digital Twins: how are they being used in Victoria
Digital twin technology has the potential to address the complex challenges of
urban renewal, sustainable living and digital modernisation. This presentation will
discuss how the Department of Environment, Land, Water & Planning (DELWP), in
partnership with a range of stakeholders, have adopted a ‘use case’ based
approach to deploying digital twins. By working through case studies such as the
Fisherman’s Bend Digital Twin Demonstrator Project, which explored data driven
decision making workflows and data visualisation requirements of the future to
the use of digital twins to support three dimensional property development
assessments we can better tackle the challenges and capitalise on the benefits of
digital twinning.
--Dr Adam Mowlam is the Digital Twin Strategic Lead at the Department of
Environment, Land, Water & Planning (DELWP) within the Victorian Government.
Adam holds a PhD in Space Geodesy and a double degree in Geomatic Engineering
and Information Systems from the University of Melbourne. He is an experienced
public servant having more than 20 years' experience across the spatial sciences
and is the current Vice President of the Australian Smart Communities Association
(ASCA). He is currently focused on a range of data-driven, digital innovation
projects including the formation of a government-led digital twin roadmap.

Andrew Williams
AAM

Great Ocean Road LiDAR, Imagery and Web Digital Twin
DELWP needed LiDAR and imagery capture of 241km of the Great Ocean Road
over an area of 400km2. This data will be used to produce a digital twin of these
areas. The digital twin will be used by the Great Ocean Road Management
Authority and other government authorities to manage the Great Ocean Road.
This asset will assist and inform on activities related to asset mapping, road
infrastructure assessment, road engineering and design and environmental
management.
--Andrew has been a technical consultant within the Information Services industry
for over 25 years. Andrew is skilled and experienced in spatial analysis, CRM, GPS
and Land Surveying. Andrew has consulted and managed projects at AAM for
almost 2 years.
and Entrepreneurship Certificate.
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Spotlight presenters

Professor Suelynn Choy
RMIT University

RMIT Geospatial Sciences: Space and Spatial Supporting the Sustainable
Development Goals
This presentation will cover RMIT Geospatial Sciences education and research
activities contributing to the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals. An
example is the use of space-based Earth observations and location data provided
by Global Navigation Satellite Systems, coupled with geospatial and mapping
technologies in understanding climate change and disaster risk management.
--Suelynn Choy is Associate Professor of Geospatial Science and Satellite Navigation
in RMIT University. In October 2020, Suelynn assumed the role of Acting Associate
Dean of the Geospatial Science Discipline within RMIT.

Suelynn holds a PhD in precise Global Navigation Satellite Systems from RMIT
University. Her research interests are concentrated in the field of precise satellite
positioning and navigation, geodesy, and the use of geospatial and satellite
technologies for disaster management and atmospheric remote sensing. Suelynn
has authored numerous publications, contributed to industry collaborations in this
area, and advised national and international committees on satellite navigation
and positioning

Roshni Sharma
FrontierSI

Eliminating Cooties: Improving the state of diversity, inclusion, belonging and
equity in the ANZ
Achieving more diverse and inclusive workplaces is an important priority as the
spatial and surveying sector prepares for the onset of the digital revolution in a
fast-changing technology landscape with a tight pipeline of talent. However,
cultivating a broad culture of belonging and equality are not unique challenges to
the Australian spatial and surveying sector – it is a challenge shared across STEM
and across the world. The Space, Spatial and Surveying Diversity Leadership
Network (SSS-DLN) brings together leaders from business, government and
education to provide visible advocacy for diversity and inclusion within the
profession. This session will explore the work done so far by the SSS-DLN, what is
planned for the near future, and why this work is so critical for us all to collaborate
on.
--Having traversed environmental science and management, human geography,
palaeoclimatology and business, and onto her third masters degree, Roshni is a
thought leader, a compassionate disruptor, a connector and someone who gets
things done. She is making it her life’s work to harness location intelligence to
create tangible positive change for society, creating real traction around
sustainability and leveraging tech for good. Roshni loves dogs (but not cats),
experimental cooking, and reads copiously at every opportunity. At FrontierSI,
Roshni is at the forefront of the industry, bringing together cutting-edge
innovation into useful applications for academia, industry and government.

George Havakis
GISSA International Pty Ltd

Herding Cats - what does it take to gain alignment for an industry initiative?
George Havakis is a Cat Herder and in this presentation, he will provide an
engaging look at what it takes to create a National Initiative and make a difference
to the Communities that use infrastructure built by the various levels of
Government in Australia. He has created a Knowledge Sharing Community where
the stakeholders demand for collaboration has empowered the community to
become co-drivers of the specifications being developed. Using the A-SPEC
initiative as a case study, George will take you through how the ongoing growth of
A-SPEC sees continued industry involvement by supporting the initiative through a
change in their business practices, services and solutions available.
--George Havakis - Cat herder - is also the Managing Director of GISSA International
and a founding partner of the joint venture business, Digital Hive. Commencing his
businesses in 1990, George has accumulated many years of experience in the
Geospatial Industry acting as a consultant / adviser to government and business.
George is involved with the ongoing facilitation of standard data specifications for
the A-SPEC Knowledge Community to ensure that processes for the collection of
As Constructed information required for asset management is “future proofed”
and relevant. This work has been continuous since 2002.
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Spotlight presenters

Dr Tamara van Polanen Petel
DELWP

Farshad Badiee
University of Melbourne CSDILA

Port Phillip Bay Coastal Hazard Assessment Decision Support System

Leveraging Blockchain in SDGs

In partnership with CSIRO, Data61 and project stakeholders, DELWP’s Forest Fire
and Regions Group co-designed a web-based 3D visualisation and analytics tool to
support modelling and communicating coastal hazards in Victoria. The system can
be used to develop adaptation strategies for communities facing sea level rise,
and integrates over 60 new hazard layers across a range of sea-level rise scenarios,
showing the potential impacts of these hazards on a range of assets and land
values around Port Phillip. It also showcases DELWP’s historic imagery dating back
to the 1930’s - the longest historical record of what the coast looked like in
Victoria and how it has changed over time, and will be able to integrate
adaptation modules, 3D buildings and footprints datasets for further impact
analysis of hazard scenarios (e.g. flooding) and comparison of potential
interventions.

In the context of land administration digitalisation and modernisation, blockchain is one
of the most emerging technologies that can be employed to advances this important
land system. Blockchain technology can have also significant impacts on sustainable
development goals (SDGs) as a global sustainability framework. Blockchain is a
distributed ledger of transactions that is maintained by a peer-to-peer network.

--Tamara is the project manager for the Port Phillip Bay Coastal Hazard Assessment
project. Tamara works for DELWP in the Land and Built Environment Branch. She
has a PhD in marine biology and joined the department in 2013. She has worked in
Biosecurity, Waterway Health and now is in the coastal programs team in the Port
Phillip Region.

In this presentation, we will discuss how the complicated issues related to SDGs,
particularly its impact on smart cities and communities as well as the role of spatial
information in achieving SDGs, and its impact on geospatial global industry, can be
addressed by using blockchain capabilities. Supplying cyber security, traceability,
transparency and time-series tracking would be the most important aspects of
sustainable cities which could be improved by Blockchain technology. As part of this
presentation, the concept of Landchain will be introduced. Landchain is a Blockchain
service in sustainable digital cadaster as part of modernisation of land administration
system.
Moreover, the related elements such as geo-tag services in spatial-enabled services
using tracking capability in Blockchain technology will be presented.
---

Farshad is a system engineer/research assistant in Centre for Spatial Data
Infrastructures and Land Administration (CSDILA) at The University of Melbourne with
extensive experiences in spatial database, cadastre, GIS, and hi-tech solutions in geospatial systems and services.
As a system engineer, he is responsible for development and maintenance of ePlan
spatial database. Farshad has a B.Sc. in Geomatics and M.Sc. in Urban & Regional
Planning and his research area is Spatial Database, Cadastre, Blockchain, BIM, GIS, and
SDGs.

Cat Gilbert
DELWP

Unlocking ancient wisdom with 21st technology at Budj Bim
Budj Bim, on the Country of the Gunditjmara Aboriginal people in south-eastern
Victoria, is one of the world’s finest examples of ancient aquaculture and
hydraulic engineering. Land Use Victoria has partnered with Traditional Owner
groups to provide detailed mapping imagery and data for Budj Bim UNESCO World
Heritage Site.
The collaboration between the Gunditj Mirring Traditional Owners Corporation
and Land Use Victoria represented a ‘world-first’ opportunity to map and visualise
the natural and man-made landscape over Budj Bim using LiDAR (Light Detection
and Ranging) remote sensing technology to support sustainable management and
development of this culturally important site.
--Cat has 10 years experience working in the spatial industry across Australia. A
graduate from RMIT’s school of Geospatial Science, Cat has worked in spatial
analysis, image analysis, mapping, data management and stakeholder
engagement.
Cat has recently moved to DELWP as a senior project officer in engagement and
strategy in the Strategic Land Assessment and Information Division within Land
Use Victoria
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Mat Okurowski
Yarra Valley Water

Kate Williams
FrontierSI

Ryan Wright
Pacific Environment - SPREP

Development Industry Translator
Yarra Valley Water is the largest of three metropolitan Melbourne water
authorities servicing over 1.9 million customers and more the 50,000 businesses.
With the ongoing growth and changes across Melbourne, maintaining accurate
and timely asset data of the network is critical for effective management of the
water, sewer and non-drinking water networks and maintaining customer
satisfaction. To support this, YVW partnered with 1Spatial to develop a new
Development Industry Translator (DIT) using FME. The new DIT is able to
transform complex spatial and attribute data supplied from developers into a
single format that can be absorbed into our GIS editing application. The real
power of the new translator comes from its ability to implement validation rules
and alerts which previously have not been possible. This means that the DIT is
able to implement an automated rules-based review of the data, allowing for
early notification of errors which can be communicated to the developers to
resolve at an earlier stage, therefore reducing the impact to customers. Coupled
with the easy user functionality and ability to continuously develop and improve
the functionality, this has led to increased reliability and productivity of our asset
management.

--Having worked in the water industry for over 10 years, Mat Okurowski has
experience across various aspects of the business including strategy &
communications, land development and asset management.
Mat currently leads the Asset and Network Data Systems team at Yarra Valley
Water (YVW), which is responsible for the day to day operations of YVW asset
management systems including GIS, Maximo, and SCADA. Mat has a strong
passion for data management and the importance of data in achieving customer
centric outcomes.

Living the Dream: Supporting SDGs across the Pacific via GIS
Working for the Pacific's premier Environment Secretariat (Secretariat of the
Pacific Regional Environment Programme, SPREP) in key partnerships with the UN,
CSIRO and IUCN, Ryan used GIS to assist 21 Pacific nations achieve their national
priorities, including reporting on international and regional commitments under
the SDGs.
--Ryan is GIS Specialist over 15 years’ experience working on private and public
projects across Australia and the world.

Space and spatial
The spatial industry has long benefited from the use of space technology,
including positioning and earth observation satellites. In this session, Kate will
outline some of the interesting projects that FrontierSI is working on to drive the
adoption of space and spatial solutions, including through partnership of the
SmartSatCRC.
--A certified spatial professional and leader, Kate has extensive experience in data
and analytics across utilities, natural resource management, transport and digital
sectors. Kate is well known in the spatial industry for her involvement in the
private sector and most recently in the Department of Environment, Land, Water
and Planning (DELWP), having also led projects across Australia and the USA. A
Geomatic Engineering and Arts graduate from Melbourne University and joint
recipient of the Women’s Leadership award in the Victorian Spatial Excellence
Awards (2019). Kate’s recent role at DELWP in Land Use Victoria included leading
pilots which tested industry applications of a modernised cadastre and future
digital workflows including integrated 3D and BIM data models, and DELWPs first
Digital Twin.
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Heath McMahon
Melbourne Water
Enabling Digital Engineering & VDAS within Melbourne Water
The intent of this presentation is to provide an insight into how Digital Engineering
& VDAS is coming to life within Melbourne Water (MW) through demonstration of
the Melbourne Water Digital Twin and how MW are improving the design phase
of new assets.

Heath is in a fortunate position to have had experiences in both engineering
consultancy for 11 years followed by his current role at MW which is responsible
for management and protection of Melbourne’s major water, sewerage and
drainage resources on behalf of greater Melbourne.
--Heath’s current is the manager of geospatial services & asset information an plays
a key role in jointly developing Melbourne Water’s Digital Engineering capability.

Ben Fox I Robert Theodore
Level Crossing Removal Project
A Billion Reasons to Care: Uncovering the challenges and opportunities of managing underground utilities that underpin every society
Underground utilities underpin every modern society and are critical to their health and prosperity. The ongoing construction and management of these assets is essential
to maintain much of what we take for granted. So why is it that underground utilities so often are the cause of cost overruns, community disruption and sadly personal
injury on major construction projects in Australia and around the world? Given the technology we have available today why is managing underground utilities such an
ongoing challenge especially since we often validate what ‘lays beneath’ when we build or maintain societal infrastructure? The $15B Level Crossing Removal Project (LXRP)
is one of many Victorian major public infrastructure projects that are either underway or commencing as part of “Victoria’s Big Build”. This effort is coming at a cost of
approximately 70 Billion dollars and involves most of the construction industry’s private and public entities with each major project allocating an estimated 4-8% of the
overall budget to utilities management. This cost correlates to Billions of dollars across the entire current program of works. Given the risks and opportunities at stake,
learn about what LXRP’s Utilities team and Research & Development team have uncovered over 18-months. A journey to understand the current industry state while
reimagining and trialling its future digital potential. An insight that also provides you an invitation to help collectively reinvent the way we manage underground utilities
moving forward. An opportunity to be part of securing the lifeblood that underpins our society, every society, for the sake of our generation and all those that follow.
---

Ben Fox
Ben Fox has nearly 15 years’ experience across a broad range of digital-focused roles
encompassing CAD, BIM, GIS, reality capture and digital engineering, including
founding and directing a market-leading company delivering the development of BIM
content solutions to building product manufacturers, architects and engineers. Ben
has also specialised in roles providing digital consulting services focused on scan to
BIM, 3D printing, manufacturing and 3D visualisation.
Since 2018 Ben has worked with AECOM’s digital solutions team, with a focus on
digital twin initiatives that leverage reality capture, BIM, GIS and other related
technologies. To date, Ben has applied his “keep it simple”, client/value-centric,
digital approach to major infrastructure owners in the road, aviation, buildings,
defence and rail sectors, including his current long term advisory role; client side
within the R&D team of LXRP as part of the GHD/AECOM Technical Advisors.

Robert Theodore
Robert Theodore is an accomplished Utilities Manager with over 20 years’
experience in the construction industry. With both a Civil and
Telecommunications Engineering background, Robert has applied his innate
creative, outcome driven approach to solving large and complex challenges for
a diverse portfolio of stakeholders on major infrastructure projects. Working
across sectors including utility services, rail, roads, water and maritime Robert
has held management roles in both NSW and Victoria. Robert’s current role at
LXRP sees him leading a direct team of dedicated Utilities Specialists who are
charged with overseeing the management of utilities on the major project (a
Victorian government first).
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Justin Madex
DELWP

Michael De Lacy
AAM

Making Informed Planning Decisions in 3D
In recent years there have been a number of advancements in what’s possible
through 3D spatial technologies. Both from a functionality and data perspective,
systems are now able to empower us to do more and ultimately make more
informed decisions. The Victorian Planning group have been able to take
advantage of the ability to analyse overshadowing impacts from a new
development, conducting visibility assessments based on the existing
environment and calculating solar radiation within the existing built form. By
utilising the new technologies and data processing capabilities, all these functions
are now easily accessible to Planners when undertaking essential planning
analysis.
In this session, Justin will be walking through some of the recent advancements
that Planning are taken advantage of to make more informed decisions on the
future of Victoria.
--Justin Madex the Spatial Services Manager within the Victorian Department of
Environment, Land, Water and Planning. Working in the spatial field since 2007,
Justin’s had the opportunity to work with groups across Australia and New
Zealand developing web mapping solutions and helping them get the most out of
the ArcGIS technology stack.
After more than 10 years working as consultant on spatial solutions, he moved
into State Government, helping facilitate the full ArcGIS implementation within
the Victorian Planning department and developing a 3D spatial roadmap which
fully embraces all that ArcGIS has to offer in this space.

Regional Cities Digital Twin
The Regional Cities project extends on the successful Fishermans Bend 4D Mesh
Imagery project completed by AAM for DELWP. The Regional Cities project
extends the functionality of the original Fishermans Bend project to include 20
data acquisition projects covering regional cities and towns throughout Victoria.
The data being integrated from these projects includes:
• Colourised LiDAR Point clouds (7 Cities\Towns)
• PhotoMesh (7 Cities\Towns)
• LOD 1.1-2.2 Models (7 Cities\Towns)
• Detailed Aerial mosaics
DELWP needed a web-based deployment platform to demonstrate the range of
3D data produced by the DELWP CIP programs throughout regional Victoria . AAM
came up with an innovative data processing workflow that allowed us to take the
DELWP GDA2020 data and present it in a 3D web mapping platform. Our 3D web
mapping platform has the capacity to deliver vast volumes of 3D data, whilst
allowing easy access for multiple users. This fosters enhanced collaboration in
work that entails planning and managing community areas.
---

Oskar Casasayas
Office of Projects Victoria
Implementing the Victorian Digital Asset Strategy
The response to the coronavirus pandemic has accelerated the construction
industry towards digital working practices. The Office of Projects Victoria lead the
Victorian Digital Asset Strategy (VDAS) and in March 2020 released the VDAS
Guidance. VDAS is a step change in the way Victorian Government plan, deliver,
operate and maintain the assets they manage on behalf of the people of Victoria.
VDAS sets out the processes for safeguarding the digital data and systems that will
allow government to monitor and improve the creation and management of
infrastructure assets in Victoria and drive a significant productivity boost to
Victoria’s record infrastructure investment pipeline. The implementation of VDAS
complements the Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning’s
exciting Digital Twin projects by providing quality asset information for quality
decision making. This presentation will provide an overview of VDAS,
implementation progress to date and future directions.
--Oskar is a Project Coordinator at Office of Projects Victoria in the Department of
Treasury and Finance.
The Victorian Chief Engineer’s team lead multiple projects relating to Offsite
Construction, Sustainability Investment and the Victorian Digital Asset Strategy –
the subject of this presentation.

Michael has over 25 years’ experience in the design and implementation of largescale survey projects throughout Australia, South East Asia and the Pacific.
Michael is currently the General Mapping Lead for AAM.
.
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Naomi Withers
DELWP
New image web server
A new tool developed to give Incident management teams the ability to view
incident imagery in one location. Photos, linescan imagery, firemapper (field data
collection tool) photos and aerial information gathering (AIG) photos are all near
real time inputs into eMap. Images are linked to a georeferenced point, but can
only be viewed individually in eMap. This new Image Web viewer brings all this
information into one site, allowing users to search on a date or a time period
within the last 24 hours, and display all the information available over a range of
map bases. Users can view thumbnails and expanded images as well as
geolocating them on a map. Users can also then load selected images into eMap
and mosaic images as well. This allows photos to be mosaicked along water
courses or around the edge of a fire, givers incident management teams powerful
tools for decision making.
--Naomi Withers manages the Spatial systems stream in the Technology solutions
Unit in Forest Fire and regions. The spatial team has built and manages eMap and
are continually innovating and building new functionality around their operational
response tools. All staff have operational roles allowing them to build fit for
purpose tools for operational response in fires, floods, storms and planned
burning. She has been a mapping officer since 2003 and now runs the mapping
officers training.

Dr Chermelle Engel
RMIT
Detecting Active Fires in Australia using Himawari-8 geostationary satellite data
Fires form an integral part of the Australian landscape, with the ability to monitor
and detect fires in near real-time critical for operational purposes. Satellite data
can provide near real-time fire information. For example, the Himawari-8
geostationary satellite provides information, covering Australia, every 10 minutes
with channels sensitive to fire. In this talk we will discuss an algorithm designed to
detect active fires in Himawari-8 data and analyse results from 1st April 2019 to
31st March 2020 over all of Australia
--Dr. Chermelle Engel received the dual BE(Hons) in software engineering and
BSc(Hons) in physics from The University of Melbourne in 2002, and the Ph.D in
Earth Sciences also from The University of Melbourne in 2016.
From 2002 to 2010, she worked in the research department of the Australian
Bureau of Meteorology, first on statistical post-processing of numerical weather
forecasts then on data assimilation. From 2010 to 2011 and 2015 to 2017 she was
a postdoc at The University of Melbourne and later Monash University working on
high-resolution modelling of fire weather. Dr. Engel has worked at RMIT
University on statistical processing of satellite data to detect active fires since
2018.

Cris Ramos
Parks Victoria
GIS assisting Parks Victoria bushfire recovery
The scale, speed and dynamic nature of the last fire season challenged PV’s
business and spatial systems. As the emergency unfolded, the PV Spatial Team
established live emergency data feeds to guide decisions on park closures, public
safety and forward planning. Working closely with Emergency Management
Victoria (EMV) and DELWP, PV developed a solution to pull current burn and
emergency warning area data every 15 minutes.
The data feeds enabled the creation of an Operations Dashboard, to simulate
insurance claims on public land. This product included a daily process that
calculated the park area potentially affected by the bushfire and created a table of
fixed assets within the burn area, along with date of intersect and estimated
replacement value of the asset. In this way, insurance officers were able to quickly
simulate potential claim events and expedite the claim lodgement process.
--Cris’ current role is Manager Spatial Information Services at Parks Victoria where
she is responsible for the provision of enterprise spatial solutions, data
management, field mobility and mapping and spatial analysis services. In this role
Cristhiane has managed significant initiatives including a full re-design of the
enterprise Spatial technology stack and associated spatial data architecture at
Parks Victoria. In another recent role, at the Department of Environment Land
Water and Planning, Cris led the development and implementation of an
Information Management Strategy for the Forrest Fire Regions Group.
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Dale Harris
Abley Limited
Where spatial meets road safety: saving lives with innovation, insights and
intelligence
Across Australia and New Zealand road deaths have steadily declined since 2000,
but progress is stalling. While we’ve made great gains in some areas, other areas
of concern are emerging, for example increasing fatalities among pedestrians and
cyclists.
Target 3.6 of Sustainable Development Goal 3 ("Ensure healthy lives and promote
well-being for all at all ages") sets an ambitious target of halving the number of
global deaths and injuries from road traffic accidents by 2020. Our state and
federal governments have risen to the challenge, implementing strategies
founded on the Vision Zero philosophy – acknowledging that no deaths and
serious injuries on our roads are acceptable. To reach this ambitious target
requires innovative thinking, and the spatial industry has a significant role to play
in supporting these efforts.
Spatial technologies and datasets make it possible to assess the risk of roads at a
network level, rather than at a corridor or intersection level. This enables our road
safety professionals to focus investment on projects that save the greatest
number of lives and injuries.
This presentation will demonstrate the range of spatial data and technologies
currently being applied to the road safety challenge in New Zealand and Australia.
Many of these applications are world-leading, with potential to make a real
difference to the global reduction of road deaths and injuries.

Rafe Benli
DELWP

Willem Overbosch
SDG Align

Indigenous place naming and SDGs

Futures Thinking: Aligning the built environment on the UNSDGs

The presentation offers the opportunity learn about the role Geographic Names
Victoria takes in the promotion and reawakening of Aboriginal languages in
Victoria. We will touch on the rules, processes and procedures to name roads,
feature and localities with Aboriginal language and connections to Sustainable
Development Goals.

The world around us is changing rapidly. Extreme weather conditions, a global
pandemic and disruptive business models require us to adapt to the changing
social, environmental and economic circumstances. Using the United Nations
Sustainable Development Goals as a framework we will explore the leadership
role of the spatial profession in the built environment. Applying the principles of
Design Thinking and co-creation to develop the future state of the industry
perspective.

--Rafe Benli is a place name and addressing specialist with over 15 years in the
industry both in the UK and Australia. Currently working for Geographic Names
Victoria he also has roles on the Addressing Working Group and the Place Names
Working Group. Rafe works with stakeholders to provide advice on compliant
naming practises to ensure naming authorities comply with State and National
guidelines.

--Willem is a Dutch entrepreneur and author currently working for SDG Align to
bring a European perspective of Sustainability in the built environment to the
Australian industry. Together with a team of experts and researchers he is
conducting Strategy Design sessions with industry associations in the built
environment to explore future solutions for behavioural change towards the UN
SDG's in the built environment.
Willem has a 20+ year background in online publishing, founding and building
several companies in marketing and community management. He has been
working with industry association in the SME sector for the last 15 years. He is a
father of four kids and is intending to move to Australia in 2021 (Covid-19
permitting).

---

Dale is a geospatial analyst, researcher, and transport planner from Abley, based
in Christchurch New Zealand. Her specialty is developing new road safety risk
assessment methodologies.
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Ana Belgun
CSIRO’s Data61

Mina Jahanshahi
Geoplex

Michael Welling
Wejugo Pty Ltd

Spatially enabling SDGs: the case for Open Source
The presentation will focus on 3 use cases of open source geospatial platforms
used for discovery and access of SDG relevant data:1) the Digital Earth Africa Map
developed by Geoscience Australia (GA) and CSIRO’s Data61 as part of the Digital
Earth Africa programme; the PacificMap and the UN’s Food & Agriculture
Organisation Map. They provide access to a number of SDG relevant data
including zero hunger, clean water and sanitation, climate action, life below water
and on the land.
--Ana joined CSIRO Data61, formerly known as NICTA, in May 2012. She has a BS in
Sociology from University of Bucharest, and an MA in Public Policy and Public
Administration, from University of York. Ana has previously worked with the
Australia Arab Chamber of Commerce and Industry, as National Secretariat
Manager; and with the Romanian Ministry of Interior, as a Public Manager.

Cool Routes - Traditional Wayfinding gets a Cool Makeover

Intelligent data to transform tourism delivery

Geoplex in conjunction with the City of Melbourne has developed a wayfinding
system to help users navigate around the city on days of exteme heat. The project
looked at creating a thermal comfort surface coupled with detailed temporal
analysis of shadowing.

Wejugo has launched a visitation and tourism analytics platform with the
Australian Government that uses geospatial data to give deliver a 360° view of
tourism impacts across economic, environmental and cultural performance
metrics. The Hemisphere platform is valuable to state tourism agencies, land
managers and tourism businesses who benefit from using mobility analytics to
measure the effectiveness of their COVID-19 recovery efforts.

--Mina Jahanshahi is a spatial professional working in the GIS consulting industry
where she has developed a strong technical skillset which is applied to a wide
range of projects to solve GIS problems. She has a passion for applying smart city
technological solutions to help adapt to real world climate change futures, she has
worked on a range of projects covering off IWM, green infrastructure and city
cooling.

--Wejugo is an early-stage, high growth geospatial technology and data business.
Our company vision is to use data and technology to fundamentally change the
way in which businesses and communities interact with and value the world
around them for a more sustainable future.

Currently, she is managing TerriaJS projects for the Engineering & Design teams,
such as the Australian NationalMap, National Drought Map, Australian Renewable
Energy Mapping Infrastructure (AREMI), Digital Earth Australia, Digital Earth Africa
and PacificMap.
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Robert Clout
Aerometrex
The evolution and transformation of the spatial industry via the integration of
gaming engines
An overview of how 3D gaming engines are transforming the spatial industry. We
will provide an insight into the process of utilising spatial information in the form
of GIS, BIM or mesh models within the new word of gaming engines to provide
new innovation and dramatic new ways to engage stakeholders and the public.
--Rob has been leading 3D projects globally for over 20 years and has seen the
transformation and evolution accelerate whilst maintaining fundamental
principles at the heart of all projects. He has worked for global organisations such
as Esri, Hexagon, Leica Geosystems and across multiple continents. He now leads
the 3D team at Aerometrex as they grow both here in Australia and globally and
enabling Australia to lead the world in 3D innovation.

Hamed Olfat
DELWP
Modernising Land Administration Systems to support Sustainable Development
Goals – Case Study of the Victorian ePlan Project
To achieve sustainable development goals (SDGs), countries require access to an
effective, efficient and modern land administration system (LAS) based on a
cadastre engine that contains spatially accurate land parcels and corresponding
rights, restrictions and responsibilities (RRRs). This presentation explores the role
and requirements of a modern LAS for supporting SDGs. It will discuss that SDGs,
depending on their nature, have either a direct or an indirect relationship with
LAS. Direct relationship means that a specific goal cannot be achieved at all
without a LAS (e.g. Goal 11. Make cities and human settlements inclusive, safe,
resilient and sustainable). Whereas, an indirect relationship means that a specific
goal might not be efficiently achieved without a LAS (e.g. Goal 4. Ensure inclusive
and equitable quality education and promote lifelong learning opportunities for
all). The presentation will also review a significant milestone of the LAS
modernisation journey in Victoria, namely ePlan project implementation, to
support SDGs.
--Hamed is a Senior Research Fellow in the Centre for SDIs and Land Administration
at the University of Melbourne and is responsible for coordinating the ePlan
project in Victoria. He holds a PhD degree in Geomatics Engineering from the
University of Melbourne. Hamed has over 16 years of involvement in many
projects as a project manager, team leader, consultant or researcher in various
organisations with a particular interest in 'Smart Land Administration', 'Multidimensional Digital Cadastre', 'Spatial Data Infrastructure', 'GIS', and 'Open Data
Platforms'.

Harmen Romeijn
Spatial Vision
Government Collection of Land Use for DELWP: What’s really happening on my
property?
As the State’s population continues to accelerate towards 10 million by 2051, so
too must the development of housing, transport, environmental and social
infrastructure, to ensure our sustained economic resilience, liveability and
wellbeing. Realising this future requires meticulous data modelling, planning,
programming and implementation, underpinned by strong governance to ensure
strategic investment in the right places.
Spatial Vision’s presentation will demonstrate the how we developed a
consolidated, temporal, authoritative and reliable information source that
accurately represents current government land use within the Urban Growth
Boundary and tools designed to ensure the approach was repeatable, adapting
with changing conditions over time.
--Harmen is Spatial Vision’s Data Scientist and is a skilled analyst and modeller with
over 8 years of experience in Geospatial Analysis. He has a strong background in
the delivery of spatial analysis and mapping tools, the ArcGIS environment, Python
scripting and the application of automation in modelling processes for large
datasets and series. Prior to joining Spatial Vision he was employed as a Research
Fellow at Deakin University working in the fields of Geospatial Climate Change
Analysis and Agricultural Suitability Modelling. He was also a Research Scientist
with the Department of Primary Industries, where he assisted in the development
and application of multiple Land Suitability Analysis models to investigate the
climate change impacts on agricultural production and regional development.
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Alex Woods
DELWP
Strategy for Victoria's positioning system 2021-2025
SGV Geodesy has the governmental responsibility for providing access to an
accurate and reliable system of positioning across Victoria. This is done through
the maintenance and enhancement of positioning infrastructure and information
services that enable precise positioning and alignment of spatial information with
the national coordinate reference system.
Within the next five years Australia will have a capability to support 3cm accuracy
precise positioning, instantly, anywhere there is internet coverage and 10cm
accuracy anywhere else. SGV Geodesy is leading the Victorian implementation of
national programs designed to enable government, businesses and the
community to gain maximum benefit from advances in positioning technology.
Major priorities for SGV Geodesy include the ongoing enhancement of Victoria's
primary positioning infrastructure and implementation of the Australian
Geospatial Reference System modernisation program.
--Alex Woods is the manger of the Geodesy Section within Surveyor-General
Victoria, where he has worked for the last ten years. Prior to this Alex worked at
Geoscience Australia on national and international geodetic programs. Alex has
been actively involved in the modernisation of the Australian Geospatial
Reference System and enhancement of positioning infrastructure and services to
support surveying and positioning activities in Victoria.

Michael Cushen
Onemap

Christopher Quinn
DELWP

Victorian Amenity Rating - A State wide assessment of Amenity Access for each
Victorian Property

How defining ‘space’ digitally enables the journey toward reaching the United
Nations sustainable development goals

Assessing each property within the State of Victoria for access to 6 core Amenities,
(Education, Health, Community, Retail, Transport, Recreation), OneMap has
developed a property level Amenity Rating.
Each Victorian property has been appraised and an Amenity score out of 5 has
been developed for all areas of Victoria; urban and Rural.
This rating allows for rapid appraisal of sites all across Victoria and serves as a
benchmark by which to compare different regions of the state and enable statewide comparisons of amenity provision.
This Amenity Rating serves to address Goal 11 of the United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals 'Sustainable Cities and Communities', in particular targets 11.2
and 11.3.
By using this rating, decision makers can make better, unbiased, data driven
future planning and development decisions. It also provides a window into the
current divides that may exist between different communities in terms of access
to amenities and also helps to contextualise the provision of amenities across all
areas of Victoria be they Urban, peri-Urban, or Rural.

Twelve of the seventeen United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (UN SDG)
cannot be achieved without first providing geospatial data. This presentation
discusses how we could observe the health of the state when we apply a spatial
lens across the UN SDGs.

--Senior GIS Analyst, OneMap. BSc Geography (Hons), MSc GIS & Remote Sensing.
9 years experience in the field of GIS Analysis and Research. Currently serving as
Senior GIS Analyst at OneMap having developed the GIS Systems of the Company
from inception and continues to develop and advance the Spatial capabilities of
OneMap.

Without defined space, geographical context cannot be applied to decision
making, distribution of resources and the meeting of goals.
From the empirical evidence, policy may then be influenced. An ongoing
management framework must be overlaid where continual measurement takes
place. This long-term commitment could be housed centrally in the executive of
government permanently connected with policy.
Datasets can be standardised between local, state and federal government.
Transparency can then emerge, which in turn legitimises incremental change to
the machinery of government closing gaps and meeting goals.
From this improved digital definition of space, we can realise the benefit of
repeatable and the continual provision of ‘health checks’ to the state for each
SDG.
--Christopher has worked and lived in many countries delivering complex mega
projects across and array of industries.
He has settled in Melbourne with his wife Kelly and malti shitzu 'Casper, the
destroyer of shoes'.
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